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LBTTEROOL

I was simply enthralled with your last Issue (#76) of The 3rd 
Foundation, The stories were as brilliant as ever, and as for that 
article, . .Wow! How did you ev$r manage to persuade Bob Heinlein 
to write an article like that for a fanzine?

L. Long, Glendale

I’m afraid you goofed with your last Issue. It was not up to 
your usually high standards. The article by Heinlein, of course, 
is priceless, but the two stories were virtually unreadable, and 
even your normally sharp '’Reviewpoint“ seemed to lose some of Its 
sting. I am, however, looking forward to the first Installment of 
that serial you promised.

Charlie Mundin, L.A.

When are you going to se;t that resident pro of yours to work 
on another story of that fantastic Angel in Black series? I’m sure 
every one of them Is going -to .become a collector’s item, 

. ■ . . . ■ Arcadia Bareli, L.A.
(Check the Angel in Black story in this issue, "For Services Rendered1.’ 
- Rd.) ..... .... .

I have read your magazine for years,- and now I am turning to you 
for Important advice. I have just graduated from high school, and am 
uncertain where to go to college. ■ I .plan to become a psycho-historian. 
Where would you suggest I go?....

Suzy Calvin, Hermosa Beach

(There’s a good department in psychohistory at Phaotep University, 
in—believe it or not—Where, Arizona, If that’s too far from home, 
why not take a course in robopsychology Instead. U.C.L.A. has an 
excellent curriculum in It.- Rd.,)

I have been wondering for so a time—was..Duquesne Street in Los 
Angeles named after the Immortal ware 0. Duquesne, Please answer 
as soon as possible because I have a ten dollar bet riding on it.

Joseph Friday

(We think not. But if you would like to learn more about Duquesne, 
be sure to buy our next issue—3c.) ’ ’

I was aghast at the shocking story, Skin Deep, that you ran in 
your last issue. A magazine like yours should not be permitted to 
be read by anybody under the age of 21. I have already told my son 
to cancel his subscription, and I hope your magazine goes out of 
circulation very quickly. .- "

Mrs, Sarah Smeut, Pasadena

(Not that it really matters, but we're a fanzine, not a magazine—Rd)

I don t know whether to join the hawks, the doves, or the mug
wumps. I have decided to leave the decision up to you. What’s the 
3rd Foundation’s stand on the war in Viet Nam? •

Richard Roe . • ' '•

(The correct one—Bd.)



DOOMED -LENSMEN Dy Sybly Whyte

Chapter One. Gharlane*s Escape

As the flagship of the Thralian Grand Fleet.speeded towards 
Klovia, the Eddorian energizing the body of premier Fossten 
suspiciously questioned Gunnel, Tyrant of Thrale. Suddenly ti 
shouted, "Die, then! I should have known from ^J^er perfection 
of your work that you were what you really are—Star A Star. Eve 
as he spoke, he attacked.

Gannel, in reality Second Stage Lensman Kim Kinnison, met the 
mounting fury of that attack, never knowing that ho :^s not alon 
in his battle against the apparent leader of th® Boskonian fore . 
At length, his sight and sense of perception reverie* ^im his
conquered foe in the image of a huge Brain, apparently identical to 
that of Mentor the Arisian. Nor was this similarity s^Pgsing, 
for both images -ere actually taH'^^W WWWS ^otr Montor 
mind by the fourfold Arisian fusion which called itself Mentor,

So Kinnison relentlessly pummeled the illusion of a brain, 
while unbeknownst to him Mentor created such a screen of mental force SS the captive Bdcorian that that entity could neither 
communicate with its fellows nor escape the form 01 flesh it was 
•then energizing. Finally, at Mentor’s direction, Kinnison drew 
his ray-gun and with apparently only that feeble instrument succeeded?n reducing Whatever it was that lay before him to a 
smoking, shapeless heap.

But neither the dogged Lensman nor the subtle Arisians yjere 
aware, or indeed ever became aware, that there had been yet another 
witness to that titanic battle of minds, Back on Thrale, in the 
Premier's secret quarters, a spy-screen had relayed the entire 
struggle. And the entity who watched it was none other th n 
Gharlane of Eddore himself! ■

Well was it for the Arisians' peace of mind that they never 
thought to check exactly which Eddorian had been cornered that d y 
and forced to pass to the next plane of existence. Actually, 
Gharlane had cautiously chosen to stay entirely away from e 
forefront of the battle. True, Premier Fossten had gone on the 
flagship of the Boskonian Grand Fleet, but that worthy s body ... s 
then being energized not by Eddore's might Second-in-command but 
Dy one of his underlings—his ascosponc twin, differino from hi 
only in strength of will and force of - personality.

The Arisians had long known that the Eddorians were.completely 
asexual entities who were immortal except for death by violence 
and who multiplied their numbers by asexual sporulation. By t 
means, when an Eddorian had reached.its capacity to live and learn, 
it simply divied into two new individuals, each 01 ■ hicn, i 
addition to possessing in full the parent’s mind and memories and 
knowledge, had also a brand-new zest for living and a oreatly 
increased capacity for knowledge.



This reproductive process in its purest form obviously 
produced two individuals equal in power and in competitive drive. 
But no Eddorian of the Innermost Circle was willing to allow such 
an equal to exist. These powerful minds, therefore, controlled the 
conditions of their self-reproduction so that of the two individuals 
produced, one was markedly the superior in vital force—and that 
one only was considered the inheritor of the former personality. 

Thus it was that Gharlane’s personality had endured through 
the countless millenia since the original formation of Earth. And 
thus, when the time came for a direct attack on the Klovian Patrol 
Headquarters, Gharlane, wishing to keep personal control of the 
battle but wary of treachery, deliberately twinned himself and 
sent in Fossten’s body an entity with his own desires and hatreds, 
a stupendously capable, mind, inferior only to himself and to the 
All-Highest in stark power. No wonder then that the Arisians were 
so confident that Gharlane had been destroyed. One of him had 
been. But another still remained!

As he turned off the spy-screen, Gharlanewwas raging with 
barely controlled anger that he had been so nearly outmaneuvered. 
But instead of giving way to his almost incandescent fury, he 
deliberately forced himself to consider the implications of the 
scene he had just witnessed. His Grand Fleet was now for all 
practical purposes already destroyed. The Patrol Headquarters 
would have little difficulty in demolishing it with one of their 
own Lensmen in control of the flagship. Indeed;Thrale itself must 
now be temporarily conceded to the hated foe. He could most 
effectively oppose the Lensmen and their Civilization only by 
operating in secret, not by fighting a last ditch battle to keep 
control of a world of only tertiary importance. " • • •

» ■’ ■ ■ ■ .

Also, as Gharlane now began to realize, there were advantages 
to be drawn even from this wreck ?z his plans. The Arisians would 
now probably be sure that he was i id. Let them continue to think 
so. They based, he knew, all the plant? on a highly intellectual 
visualization of the Cosmic All, system of speculation so 
intridate that it could be Lluxre by even one major unknown fact. 
And the continued existence of ? ..orc’s Second-in-command was a 
major fact indeed!

So Gharlane cautiously r>. ;rcated from Thrule, leaving the 
planet so quickly and so secrc ;ly that not a single mind there was 
ever aware that a second Eddoi ..an had ever been there at all. He 
went, not to Eddore nor to any of the orlds which the Eddorians 
had already mobilized against Civilization, but to the very 
outskirts of the Second Galaxy, to the bleak world of Nergal, a 
planet so far removed from the struggle between Civilization and 
the Eddorian Menace that no Arisian and,.except for Gharlane, no 
Eddorian had ever spared time to investigate it thoroughly.

Gharlane however, had long been aware that Nergal was inhabited 
by a race of humanoid beings with a set of ethics equivalent to that 
of the Delgonian Overlords—plus a capacity for disciplined 
intellectual strategy such as no Overlord ever dreamed of possessing 
Gharlane had chosen to keep this planet out of the grand scheme of 
Eddorian cosmic conquest, to keep its existence scret even from 



the All-Highest. He had built up an organization upon it loyal not 
to Eddore but to himself, an organization with only one aim: tp 
gather every possible item of information" about the Arisian plans— 
and to devise schemes of nullifying them. Nergal thus represented 
to Gharlane his own private intelligence organization, "■

As soon as the Eddorian had landed on that fortress world, he 
issued a summons for Zagan, the planetary chief, to attend him 
immediately. 'hen the dietator arrived, Gharlane greeted him 
perfunctorily, then asked abruptly, "V/hat is the state of your 
planetary defenses?" ' ' •

Zagan, inwardly perturbed at the unexpected arrival of his 
master, replied with outward calm, "We have been studying the data 
you lately transmitted to us about hyper-spatial tubes and negaspheres. 
As you are doubtless aware, the latter can easily be dealt with by 
simply focusing the light of a star upon then, a technique which we 
call the astrobeam. However, dtecting and combating a hyper-spatial 
tube is a more interesting problem. We have, I believe, solved it 
completely-by the construetion of hyper-space screens which not only 
indicate the presence of such tubes but also can stop even the most 
powerful from penetrating into normal space. We are fully equipped 
then against both those varieties of attack.”

"What about your defenses against mental attack," the Eddorian 
demanded. ■ ' . .

"As you know," Zagan ans.ered, "our screening is an exact , 
duplicate of the plans you gave us of Eddore’s own defense system. 
However, I must confess that I am not wholly satisfied with this set 
up. It is true that such screens prevent the entrance of an invader 
or invaders with the mental capacity of one of the Eich or even 
that of a Plooran. But we have no reason not to hypothesize that 
some of the enemxy possess minds with a capacity nearly equal to 
yours. And against an assemblage of such minds, such screens would 
be of relatively little use. I hope I have not offended you by 
this frankness." '

"On the contrary," replied Gharlane, "a. recent experience of 
mine has convinced me that our defenses must be even more povzerful 
than those of Eddore. Now, by exactly what methods are you planning 
to repel a possible mental attack by such third—level minds?"

Zagan hesitated slightly, then answered, "Actually for some time 
we found ourselves to be totally incapable of devising any such- 
mechanism. But we have recently achieved a breakthrough on this and 
several other lines of investigation due to our new device: the _ 
telepathic computer. ;I have not previously informed you about this 
project since I wished to wait until I was sure it would be .
successful. 1 ■

"We have devised a computer capable not only of logically 
categorizing and extrapolating from data but also of gathering data 
by means of telepathic scrutiny of the cosmos# Only second and^third 
level minds are immune to its sensors# Our first command to it was 
to assemble as much information aS-possible about-thb accursed



Arisian Lensf As you know, the Lens is no more artifact but a living 
entity, attuned to only one being* and when not m contact with th^t 

the composition 
the Lens-Lensman 
to its wearer

genuine grief,

________ We haveUJ. n.xxxxx-.Q vxaxj s* ~ .
reserve this device as a defense against a .

““"*'** *'S s " "* '

■powered thought screens capable of detecting and, for a limited time _ _ , . i __ 4-/-s/i +->>on-Hi -T,pnc! nrnipntcrrs

being immediately lethal to any other being who touches it4 
computer was able to give us such accurate data.on ■*" “ '"'1'rr' 
of this device that we are noir capable of altering 
relationship so that the Lens ceases to be attuned 
and instantly kills him.

"Unfortunately," and the Nergalian spoke with _ 
"the energy required for this feat is so great tnat all our 
resources are capable of killing only a handful of Lensmen. 
therefore decided to ------—------ —- _
possible attack by third-level intellects. We have developed atomic- 
powered thought screens capable of detecting and, for a limited time, 
of blocking all such attack. We have tied the anti-Lens projectors 
into this defense, so that any Lensman who gets past the screens 
will instantly be destroyed by his own Lens. I hope you approve of 
our planning."

GliGharlane complimented the tyrant brusquely, then remarked, "I 
should like to see this computer of yours. Where is it located.

The Nergalian complacently replied, "I took the liberty of 
mounting one of its extensions here in your offices.. He strode to 
a corner of the room and indicated a dullish-gray, circular visiplate 
one yard in diameter. "This extension is keyed to your personality 
pattern. Simply address it telepathically, and it will obey all 
your instructions to the limits of its. capabilities. Was there 
anything else that you wished to discuss at this time*

"you may go, but be ready to return 
He wat’hed the Nergalian leave, then 

computer extension and asked, 
nbly working on?"

j was precise and dry, free from 
re four projects in all. First, 

she entity or group of entities 
cond, assuming that Apisia 
Eddore, to determine in detail 
Third, to determine what Arisia 

of Eddore, Fourth, to determine 
rg^lian domination of the Material 

"No," Gharlane replied, 
should I have need of you." 
turned with grim satisfaction to r 
"Wehat lines of inquiry are ynn c?

The computer's answering thou 
any peisonality overtones. "There 
to collect all possible data abou 
tentatively termed Star A Star, 
ultimately aims at the conquest <. 
how it plans to achieve this err 
plans to do after the destructi 
what are the possibilities for j- 
Cosmic All when n’ddore is destroyed?"

The Eddorian replied grimly, "Modify that last project. Seek 
instead to determine how Nergal under m^ leadership may come to 
dominate the Material Cosmos. No#," he continued, give me a 
precis of your findings on your first three projects.

For Gharlane was in no way perturbed that the machine should i 
thus assume the total destruction of his home planet and of the 
rest of his species. The dominant, nay the only, drive of Eddorian 
psychology was for power, absolute power. No Eddorian ever felt y
loyalty to any other. No Eddorian was capable of such emotions as 
pity, friendsnip or patriotism. For millennia, the Eddonans had



indeed striven to kill each, other, Nov; the survivors of those 
fierce battles cooperated--but only for ohe reason—to conquer 
enough galaxies so that each Eddorian could have as much power and 
authority as he could possibly handle, And now Gharlane of Eddore 
dreamed of ruling the Macrocosmic All!

Chapter Two. The Invader Invaded

KNearly twenty years later, however, Gharlane seemed no nearer 
to his goal. The Nergalian scientists, in spite of all their 
attempts,x had proved to be incapable of refining their telepathic 
computer to the point at winch it could tap second or third level 
minds without alerting the individuals involved,

As ingleroy, the chief of the project, explained to Gharlane, 
"One of the chief characteristics of those higher level' minds is a 
virtual fusion of the conscious and unconscious. Thus such indi
viduals are able to function at top efficiency even when their 
bodies are asleep or drugged, And for the same reason, we are 
incapable of penetrating such a mind without in some way alerting it 
to the fact that such a penetration is being attempted,"

Gharlane during this period had confined himself to the Nergalian 
neighborhood of space. Much as it irked that proud mind to appear to 
be in hiding from the accursed Arisians and their Lensmen, he still 
recognised that such a course of activity was necessary. The fact 
that his ascosporic twin, his near equal, had been totally destroyed 
indicated that the Arisians were preparing to move openly against 
Eddore in the relatively near future, probably within the next 
Tellurian century.

Gharlane had been reluct- ntl; f ...reed to acknowledge the Arisians 
highly perfected planning aMlity, he knew that he could upset their 
visualisation only if that plan o.\ action did not take his existence 
into account. Therefore, ha wot.. d have to keep his survival unknown 
to them until the moment at which his reappearance would be most 
effective. For this reason, he never atteanted to communicate 
directly or indirectly witji the Innermost Circle of Eddore, 
Knowledge that he was still alive would certainly affect their 
actions, and so that knowledge could be induced as a second order 
variable by the observant Arisians,

So for twenty years ^harlane played a lone hand, devoting 
himself to masterminding the Nergalian researches as he had once 
masterminded the affairs of two galaxies, hor was h® yet completely 
isolated from those extra-Neggalian doings. The ITergalians had 
infiltrated a corps of spies throughout the Second Galaxy, not only 
on planets which belonged to boskone but also on those within the 
ranks of Civilization. The reports of these entities supplemented 
the knowledge gained byx txie computer’s telepathic probes.

Gharlane himself analyzed all of the data thus gathered with the 
aid of the computer, but for all their efforts they were able to 
reach only a partial solution to the problem of identifying Star 
A Star. It soon became clear to Gharlane that this hypothetical 
entity exhibited far too many contradictory characteristics for it 
to be possibly only one person. Instead, there was, according to



the computer, a probability of 97% that the ^^ities^scribed^o 
sS^tond-lIyS m^s^all with varying^personalities, two of whop 
must be Kim Kinnison and Haired: of Palam VII. .

Ho breakthrough was forthcoming on the other three Rejects,

S!? on
ifendron's success in creating a Civilisation-wide 
^e^ly’dSir^to^e^ti I1S GhaJlane gave his permission, and 
SI KergalUn loientilt excitedly entered the room. .

"As you taov.
long searching for some meauo °-bccaus'e ve had confined .
mentalities. 1?e met with utter ^uil _ directly. But, on the other 
ourselves to seeking to tap these m nd a deviCe which would
hand, I have found it to be quite ca^J°4Jvel mentality—provided 
indirectly probe the mind of eve the Arisians
^haWtlWt individual wearing a Uns. «e ^for thofr OTn

already built such a^hnction_int wearer’s mental power,that the bens not only^atalyses the^

Lens wearer senses or thinks 4 *
the Hergalianico^»a^ere^circw-

n. But we do not need to confine °^sa^|s 
The Arisians are clearly grooming the

n for some kind of major attack, P^^^^risia 
The boy in particular is known to nav A^iaianc’ 
he is undoubtedly Privy^to^st ^hetos

■ then probe his mind through his 
. vhclly indirect, no effect will 

i ther his siblings or his

have 
ourposes, 
but also enables any 
that a 1----- —

"Obviously,”
circumstances, the Arisians 
of one of their key Lensmen 
to normal circumstances. -- 
Kinnison children for some 
Eddore itself. C' “ 
over ten times, he is __ 
plans. AH that we need to uo is ... 
Frisian guardians are distractea, a. 
Lens, because this procedure 
be left on the brat’s mind <” 
Arisian teachers.”

“That’s all very veil, 
work,” asked Gharlane.

“I have already had it 
Lensmen," Ingleroy replied, 
to keep a constant eye on. 
a first level Lensman, one

but ■ >5; how do you know your device will

■tested on some of the lesser . .
that the Arisians wouldn’t bother 

< one of my subordinates used it o 
c recent graduating class.

j "our
What makes you

fie 
"on 
Fir:: 

one of tl
"That's hardly significant," retorted the ^dorian,

imperturbably,-"1 tested it myself on two occasi^
it to probe the mind of a heiUo at pres to second level if given 
development, although capable g^^ssa'Kinnison,: wife of one

aether of five tuird-atage “n.^Sinoa
X them



I then trained the device an Dur of the Eich, a second-stage 
mentality, who is one of the Boskonian Black Lensmen,

In both cases the results were completely successful. Trans
mission was clear and intact, noir was there any perception by.the 
individuals involved pj? by others of their society that such invasion 
had taken place. ■ If you would like me to conduct any other.tests, I 
would be perfectly willing to do so, but I consider the efficiency 
of the device to be fully proven.

"In any case, there is one other matter of importance.that I 
would like to talk to you about, if you have time," the scientist 
continued, "Are you aware that z>agan has been plotting to seize 
ultimate control from you after we conquer the Arisians and their 
Civilization?"

"And you want to become tyrant in his stead," Gharlane curtly 
interjected.

"That’s right. I—n

"Well, you won’t," said the Eddorian flatly. "I have.known 
about his schemes for the last century and foresee no difficulty 
whatsoever in forestalling them. Nor have I any illusions that you 
would be any more loyal a subordinaiit. however, that s not the 
reason why I’m refusing your request.

"In^leroy, you’re a scientist—and Zagan*s an administrator— 
and as far as I’m concerned you are both my tools, which I am using 
to achieve a specific desired end. I am.not going to use you to 
perform an administrative function of which you are not capable, 
no matter how much it might please ;• our petty ego to get the title 
of tyrant. However, if your dies' ... faction with your present gob 
seems unbearable, Ivould be raitc -Ulins *o have you executed to 
give you peace of mind, -s that .tear, ne demanded col ly, <
the shaken Ihgleroy indicated h's assent,

Gharlane continued in a mollified tone, "Very well, Now I 
you to work with Zagan to set up an organisation to watch those 
Kinnison brats, particularly tie bey.. I ’..•ant tnem watched so 
closely that we can be ready to pull_ off that Lens-tap trick of 
yours with only a minute’s no ice,, Now go away, and don t come 
uni ess you have something else new to report or unless I summon 
you," The scientist silently left.

want 
five

back

Time passed, Kandron of Onio was destroyed by the coolly 
calculating Nadreck. The five yo^ng Kinnisons, children no longer, 
recognized their own limitations and returned one by one to Mentor 
for the treatment that would enable them to become mature third- 
level minds. Their mother, Clarissa Kinnison, the Red Lensman, 
finally became a second-stage Lensman through the aid of her son 
Kit.

And finally one day, two years since his last.visit, Ingleroy 
returned to Gharlane*s office with news that Kit Kinnison seemed to 
be preparing to attempt an invasion of Eddore, "Zagan has remained



in the Communications Room to monitor the reports,” the scientist 
informed Gharlane. "We believe that conditions will soon be optimum 
for a Lens-tap and judged that you would want to supervise the -
proceedings yourself»"

Gharlane signified his approval and followed Ingleroy to the 
Communications Room where’ he found everything in readiness for the 
delicate task of mental invasion that was about to be performed, 
Zagan greeted him effusively, then said, “The Tellurian is currently 
within a light year of the star cluster within which Eddore lies; he 
is still outside the farthermost defense screen. We will be observing 
him on this screen by means of a series of receptors mounted on one of 
the near-by systems by one of our lesser agents."

Slowly the dot of light representing the young Lensman’s ship 
on the visiscreen moved closer to the Eddorian sun. "He must be 
through the first four screens by now," commented Ingleroy tensely. 
"According to the latest computer estimate, there is a probability of 
8J% that he will reach the lowest level and escape. We intend to let 
him get as far as possible into the Eddorian defense network before 
tapping. After all, every new bit of information he gains will also 
advance our own knowledge of the situation.”

Far away Kit Kinnison doggedly drove his tiny spaceship forward 
until he reached a point inside of Eddore*s innermost defensive screen. 
Here he knew he would be safe only as long as he did nothing; the 
slightest crack in his shield would leave him open to detection. For 
o. moment he panicked. Then he regained his self control and continued 
to drive the ship straight downward toward the planet through the 
noxious mixture of gaseous substances which composed the Eddorian 
atmosphere.

When low enough, he halted the ship’s downward motion and 
commenced to probe the planet below with every one of his perceptive 
senses. Within almost a second, however, an Eddorian hdd detected him 
and came to investigate the intruder. Kit blasted him out of 
existence—and before the completely surprised monster had died, the 
young Lensman learned all that that entity had ever known about the 
Eddorian culture—its history, its ideals, its ideologies, its . 
organization, its military strategies—in short, its goals,. strengthst 
and weaknesses. He knew now era tly how, if Civilization were to 
triumph at all, its victory had be achieved. . : ,

Little did the young Klovian realize, however, that even as he 
had absorbed this incredible amount of information, a relay had been 
momentarily opened up that had connected his Lens to far-off Nergal, 
that all of his hard-won knowledge and conclusions had already been 
broadcast to Civilization’s deadliest enemies!

And so, completely unaware that his mind had been indirectly 
probed, Kit Kinnison, Child of the Lens, desperately hung on and 
slugged his way up into clear space as an entire planet furiously 
attempted his destruction. At long last, the young .Lensman’s ship 
passed through the second Eddorian screen and into an impenetrable 
protective sphere of Arisian .thought.



At the shock of his sudden relief from mental torment, Kit 
fainted in his control chair. He lay there in a stupor which changed 
gradually into a deep and natural sleep—slumped inert, with his
Lens shining brightly on one brawny forearm. Ominous was it for the 
forces of Civilization on that day that neither the young Lensman nor 
his four fair sisters, nor his Arisian protectors were ever to guess 
that the Lens which had aided the advancement of Civilization so 
greatly had now betrayed it in the penultimate hour of need.

And as Kit lay tranquilly sleeping, on far-off Nergal, Zagan 
impassively remarked, "I believe the computer should have fully 
digested the new data by this time,” He turned to one of the machine’s 
visiplate extensions and said, "Summarize your findings on your four 
areas on inquiry as modifed by this new body of information."

The computer emotionlessly replied, "The first project concerned 
the identity of the so-called Star A Star. As indicated by previous 
findings, the actions attributed to this being resulted from the life 
patterns of severalindividualsw Those individuals are four in number: 
Kim ^innison of Klovia, Nadreck of Palain VII, borsel of Velantia, 
and Tregonsee of Rivel IV."

"The second project concerned the Arisian plans for conquering 
Eddore. It now appears that they intend to use three major forces in 
this battle: first, the Arisian world mind; second, a Lensman group 
mind; third, a fivefold fusion of the Kinnison children, which the 
entity being probed termed the Unit, This last will be a weapon of 
great power, since all the cooperating entities have third level minds 
and were furthermore bred to have personalities that would insure an 
almost perfectly efficient group mind. Therefore I."would.;:compute 
probability of 98% that such an invasion, unhindered by any outside 
factors, would be successful."

Zagan began to make a remark, but Gharlane curtly silenced him 
and told the computer to continue, "The ■g'hird project," said the 
machine, "concerned the actions of the Arisians after the destruction 
of Eddore. The mind being probed was not consciously aware of such 
plans, but did contain several pieces of data relevant to them. I 
compute a probability of 96% that the Arisians plan to pass collec
tively on to the next stage of existence after, as they think, 
insuring the survival of their Civilisation by the total destruction 
of all Eddorians.

. "The fourth project is to ascertain the chances that Hergal 
under the leadership of Gharlane might successfully dominate the 
Material Cosmis All once Eddore is destroyed. I have insufficient 
data to give even a tentative solution at this time to the proba
bilities for such a scope of conquest. However, I do compute a 
probability of - 85% that Eddorian-led Nergalian forces can 
successfully dominate the entire First and Second Galaxies by 
following a certain optimum course of action."

Stark silence reigned in the Communications Room when the 
computer had finished. Finally Zagan again emboldened himself to 
.speak. "Of course the computer’s estimate of a 98% probability of 
Arisian destruction of Eddore applies only in the event that we



ourselves take no part in the struggle. Since the Arisians are not 
aware of our existence, a surprise attack would, probably be capable 
of totally disrupting their plan of Action. The anti-Lens device in 
particular would enable us to destroy the five third-stage Lensmen 
and thus deprive the Arisians of their most valuable weapon, plus 
wreaking great psychological damage among the forces of their 
Civilization." - . . • . . ' - ..

4 ••...■*. •>. - • . .. .. > . . . ...

"You are totally correct," said. Gharlane coldly. "However, we 
shall take no action whatsoever., If . the other Members of the Inner
most Circle are foolish enough to. allow themselves to-be destroyed, 
let them die.. I see ho. advantage.tp be gained by rescuing them. - / 
Instead, we shall continue to wait and watch. Only if new informa
tion is gathered which, tends to disprove the computer*s present 
findings shall we take any. part ih the forthcoming battles." .

And so again time passed without1 any overt action from Hergal. 
Arisia was defended against the attacking forces of Boskonia. Floor 
fell, destroyed by its own sun, in a supernova produced by the 
Arisians throwing a loose, planet through a hyper-spatial tube deep 
into that variable star. And finally Eddore itself was totally 
conquered, all its monstrous inhabitants exterminated by the 
incredible driving force produced by the cooperation of the Arisians 
and the Lensmen, as led and coordinated by the Unit itself.

Less than a day later, the five Children of the Lens spoke 
again with that fourfold fusion of personalities rwhichtthey knew as 
Mentor• Their first concern was to prevent Civilization from ever 
realizing the true nature cf that last battle. The official story 
was to be that Floor had been the top of Eoskone and that it had been 
destroyed through the efforts of the four Second-Stage Lensmen. The 
titanic Battle of Eddore would be spoken cf only as a mopping-up 
mission, necessary to eradicate a residuum. of non—material malignancy 
left by the destruction of Floor.

B ut then after they had agreed on this version of events, Mentor 
surprisingly annoi^nced that the Arisians now planned to resign theii 
Guardianship of Civilization into the hands of the Unit. As the Five 
incredutously listened, they became aware that all the rest of the 
Arians had already vanished from, the cosmos, gone to explore the 
possibilities of the next stage of existence. <

Mentpr reassured.them that . espite the present chaotic condition 
of both galaxies, all hostile activity was now completely disorganizes 
and well within the ability of the Galactic Patrol as headed by their 
father to handle. They listened to him, still half—unbelievingly,* 
as he said, "You may believe implicitly that what’: I now tell you is 
the truth, that even though we Arisians are no longer here, all shall 
be well; with us, with you aind with all Civilization. And;thus, 
deluded into confidence by their visualization, the four Moulders of 
Civilization departed to the next stage of existence; the last of 
the Arisians were gone.

And on Nergal, Gharlane perceived that all of his hated 
enemies had now finally died. The triumphant Eddorean contemplated 



the future with„an„indescribably malignanp"pleasure, in an ecstasy 
of evil. Two forces had curbed his vaulting ambition for millennia: 
the Arisians and that one among the Eddorians who was his superior, 
that entity who was called the All-Highest. How both were destroyed. 
And every atom of Gharlane’s being rejoiced in the satisfaction of 
being the most powerful mind in the known universe, able to realize 
his dreams of infinite power unhindered by any effective opposition 
whatsoever.

to be continued in our next issue

The Maker
by BAW

On the day that I was built
Of nuts and bolts and bits of filth, 

My master came and talked to me, 
About the thing I’d someday be.

He told me all about the bomb, 
And how to kingdom come they’d gone, 

The Bomb exploded out in space,
B ut its cloud destroyed the human race.

He tried to tell me of his disgrace,
And what should be put in their greed’s place, 

But soon he coughed and then he cried
And then he spoke no more but died.

So here I sit and contemplate
Their sad mist dies and sadder fate, ;

So someday I may b”lld again, . ’
A better, wiser race of men.

Everybody knows that if you apply a random principle to a" 
typewriter—-say by shackling a mo-r to it—you will ultimately . 
succeed in getting everything that .uas been or ever will be written. 
Everybody also knows that most of the output would be simply 
gibberish, meaningless combinations of numbers and letters. To the 
new fan, some science fiction stories must seem to have been partly 
written with the aid of a ©onkey, full of gibberish like e-t, Bern 
and FTL, Some authors have deliberately added to this confusion by 
creating their own symbols like Van Vogt’s A or Herbert’s CHOAM. 
Anyone who can identify the source and meaniing of the ten following 
symbols in less than fifteen minutes ranks as an honorary member of 
The Third Foundation.

i; C—Fe 6. Z9M9Z
2. F-IW 7. FOE Answers
5. CO 8. Ingaoc in our
4. IMT 9* PyrE next
5* W. , 10. GML issue



THE LENSMAN PUZZLE ''' ' '; ; .

- by' Richard Irwin

Acrogs •
1. Ennis on Cliche’ .
ft, A bone of contention
6. Kinhieon. believed them to

to bg behind Borjkone
7, Lacy *8’ position -• abbrev
10, A Kinnison disguise - abbr v
11. Triplanetario-Navian _

Treaty of ' - abl'fcev
9. Virgil **s daughter

12. T he Gray Lensman believed 
B oskone was here .

IJ. T he Matriarchy
14. The Rock „
15. Where Kinnison spent most oi 

his time
18. Type-, of detector the

"Dauntlesd* used ■ . \:

Down ,• - ,
1T“ A chip, off the old block

'2„ Arc}. enemies of Worsel
5_. Jadpcci' tpok. thj.s planet. ~ ~ 

siaci’.v'-nsndedly
4. •■ Homo ‘.t- Lensman Knobbg .
5, Go-ir tevj art to Tregonsee
8. Tyj oi Lonahar
9. ■ KaIonian Galactic Director. a . ' 

for Boskone ■ .
10. Source of thionite .
16. Hayne’s rank - abbrev
17. Type of helix or gun ,

Solution in our next issue

Random thinksi^; therefore it exists: . * ‘



Closely related W' sheer fantasy ia; the spaee-time oontinuum 
field, an area steadily increasing in popularity. Sometimes such 
stories focus on historical or sociological questions. What would 
have happened if the United States had lost World War II, if the 
North had lost the Civil War, if a clumsy time traveller happened to 
step on a butterfly while out hunting dinssaurs?

Increasingly, however* the space-time continuum concept is being 
used as a rationale for what would otherwise be pure fantasy. 
Consider Andre N orton’s Witch World series for example, or Randall 
Garrett*s series of magical mysteries set in an alternate England 
still being ruled by the Plantagenet line. It is significant that 
the people in these books speak of magic, not of parapsychology, and 
of witches and magicians, not ot espers. Their vocabulary is that 
of fantasy, not of science fiction*

Science fiction historically began as a way of directly 
commenting on the world within which the writer lived. Through the 
years, this motive has grown steadily feebler. In the last decade, 
an increasingly large number of novels have been completely unrelated 
to Earth, like Xeinster’s Med .service novelettes about Calhoun and 
his formal, H arrisoh** two Deathworlds, or Schmitz*s Agent of Vega. 
An even larger number *f boolts are only tenuously connected to Earth, 
such as Herbert1* fiune. Whitens two hospital books, or Russell*s 
The Great Eyplo^ion.in all of which the action takes place light 
years awayJ froaBarth.

There is a brand of story that may be termed "mainstream" 
science fiction, a atory whose events are disciplined by the facts of 
the known universe, a story that proceeds by logically extrapolating 
present trends into future etents. There are few such stories today.

Why are we instead being increasingly presented with stories of 
the far future, stories of fantasy. stories of alternate worlds, 
stories of far distant planets? z* haps it is because our authors 
have finally rediscovered that sense of wonder we were once all so 
sad about misplacing. Perhaps. I think it more likely that they 
have become tired of having their tomorrows too rapidly become our 
yesterdays, of having their stories too quickly become dated and
obsolete.

I saw a man pursuing the horizon; 
Round and round they sped.
I was disturbed at this;
I accosted the man.
"It is futile," I said, 
"You can never—"
"You lie," he cried. 
And ran on. Stephen Crane
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FOR SERVICES RENDERED

by

STEPHEN GOLDIN ’

It was in /Suva that a man came into the Shop. He was convention
ally dressed in a conservative suit, but his black skin revealed him 
as one of the local Melanesian Islanders.

■■ . '

"May I help, you?" I asked politely. '

He seemed unsure of himself. "I, uh, understand that you per
form rather special services." It was more a question than anything 
else. He spoke in a crisp, British English.' -

"I have been known to help people out of unusual circumstances. 
What seems to be your problem?"

"It’s not .me; it’s my father. He’s about to die."

"I’m afraid! there’s nothing I can do about that. I never inter
fere in matters of Death." ' . '

The man shook his head, "I wasn*'t going to ask that. But my 
father is about to die a natural death, which means he’ll be prey 
for Miru’s oven. Are you acquainted with Miru?"

"Not personally," I replied, "although I am familiar with her 
legend. She’s the local hunger demon, is she not, who devours the 
living souls of those who have died,"

"Mostly those who die a natural death," the man amended. "My 
father is the chief of Kanagea Island. It is customary for the chief 
to lead us in our wars, but since the British have come our wars have 
dwindled until today there are no wars. My father is thus cheated of 
the opportunity to die in battle and attain the house of the brave. 
He has ruled our Island for over seventy years, and he is a proud old 
man; I don’t think he fears the heat of Miru’s oven as much as he 
fears the disgrace it would bring our island that he not dwell, in the 
house of the brave. He is virtually paralyzed, or he would kill him
self. He has begged me to kill him, but I have been exposed to civil
ization too long. Nor can I allow any other of our people to do it."

"You want me to kill him, then?"'I interposed.

"No; even then Miru might be able to claim him. I want you to 
accompany my father’s spirit, even to thwart Miru, so that he achieves 
his place in the house of the brave. Do you think you can do that?"

I thought a moment. I have had enough experience with demons 
to know that they are net easily thwarted. By the same token, I’ve



"I 
man

dl*CU88

suae** *• M *hi.ng« my«»if. »<
"a .Ivay, try.* I sett. "dignity i«ILS'3/0 thl e A 
ehesld be able to carry with him, aven in death.

*lbqut your fee * * the other began* but I stopped him.

’tn a business like nine.** I told bin* "it is foolish te 
prfwnl until after the job Is done# You wouldn’t
were prepared to pay anything I asked. X assure you that my fee 1% 
"l£y? wXiable. though what I ask tor wy seem to you « Mt odd.*

•Varv wall. But ws’U hive to leave at once." he said. ‘W 
father was oa the verge of deathmen X left him. and It is a Hire 
hour journey by boat to Kanagea* ' , . . „

•I will just be a moment. I’ll havs to have some 
nr* tn ficht nroperly." I.scanned the shelves and located a vial of 
the antidote to the kava draught Miru was imported to_give 
tins* I also* after a moments consideration. took down m£ t M
and tied it, with a special red string, around my waist. Alt right-. 
1 said at length. HI»et‘s go.!’ , ; . ; . ■ ■

The island of Kanagea is \
tkA west a cliff rose five hundred feet above tne sea. we 

a**nraAnhed the island from this direction, then swung around., to he 
south* /caught sight of swaying palms and lush vegetation 
® sandv beach. We docked at a small wooden pier, and X was
escorted along the path to the hut where the chief lay ^ying* J 
cra+hATAd manv curious stares from the children that we pa . ,have"evened °aS_immunlty to ourlous stares over the years »d

s sliloned. bure that stood apart in 
take“muoh intuition to guess 

^-h?use-of.tle_;lt?te^stnri«Bt of

,ngs» ... . ■
. the burg was quite dim, and .the

•p ervaslve in the' • alrthat. Ji nearly
* ■ - - —------ - The chief s

thought nothing of them. ,.

We approached a large, old 
the center of a clearing. It 

have given up the old beehive-si aped,: 
more civilized rectangular dwel; •""*-

We went in. The Interior c
“O*^-8**** °40’°£a?e8‘rtv“ to roely a moment too soon. . The. osier’s 
ohoked on_ It. We had arrived so roexy^ ,haaan wto.. half.: =';■

beside the chief. . ' ' . \ .
I clipped a hair from the old man’s 0Wn’

and skillfully twined the two. together. What s that for? th 
chief’s son asked* .. . f . . ' . • ■

5£r:£d4.%n«M.i *



Black, with flowing gauze robes and trumpet held high, I affixed the 
twined hairs to the Angel and put it back around my neck, "This pen
dant is not to be off my body while I am in the nether world Avaiki 
with your father. Is that understood?" The son nodded,

I laid down beside the chief and prepared my spirit to leave my 
body., I closed my eyes and took long, deep breaths. My pulse slowed. 
The Angel in Black on my chest warmed perceptibly for a moment, giving 
me sign that the old man’s soul had just departed, I quietly muttered 
the phrases that would separate my body and spirit. There was the 
familiar wrenching of mind and soul, and I was free.

Where the inside of the hut had been dim before, it now glowed 
brightly with the white light of the second sphere, and I involun
tarily paused, as I always do, to look around me. I was standing 
naked excepi for the flute bound to my waist by the red string. I 
had the vial of kava antidote gripped firmly in my hand. Four blurred 
figures in the bure were the bodies of the son, the shaman, the chief, 
and myself. —— ' <

I went outside and saw the spirit of the chief walking off toward 
the west. I followed after him at a leisurely rate. The path got 
steeper as we approached the western cliffs, however, and I was forced 
to quicken my stride to avoid falling behind.

The chief stopped at the top of the cliffs and, as I reached him, 
I got my first good look at him. In life, he had seemed just a very 
tired old man about to die. Now I saw him as he really was. He 
walked straight, his penetrating eyes regally surveying the landscape 
before him.' His demeanor was the quintessence of poise, his carriage 
that of sedate dignity.- I have not often met his like, and I was 
impressed.., .

There were other spirits standing there on the cliff with us, and 
still more arrived after we did. We stood calmly, passionlessly, 
bathed in the breathtaking hue's of the golden sunset. Nobody spoke, 
nobody moved. Thesilence about us was complete, Time passed, an 
indeterminant amount, because Time is a phenomenon with no frame of 
reference in the second sphere which the spirits inhabit.

Then there was a movement from the rocks at the base of the cliff. 
I stood at the edge and looked dor- „ Before my eyes, a giant bua tree 
sprang up from the ocean and grew rapidly to the top of the cliff. It 
shimmered in the sunset with a mystical aura; it had rainbow blossoms 
of every imaginable hue, dazzling the eyes with their seemingly phos
phorescent glow. The limbs were slumber cradles, the twigs eager 
fingers enticing us to rest among their boughs. From the flowers 
Issued a perfume tempting beyond words, and the scent drew us, like 
so many butterflies', to the bios sow. •: I don’t know if I could have 
resisted .that fragrance; I didn’t try. For this was the tree that 
was rooted in Avaiki, the realm of the demon Miru; this tree was her 
lure for shagging the spirits of the Fijians. To deal with Miru, I 
had first to find her.

The far-reaching branches of the bua tree were soon covered with 
spirits. The tree shuddered, and we started to descend, slowly at 
first, then more rapidly until our descent was more a dizzy fall. 
Arms and legs pawed frantically at the air all about me in futile 
attempts to halt our now giddy plunge. The former brightness around 
us faded, but did not extinguish entirely. The heat became more no
ticeable, and Increased until it was almost unbearable. Yet, even 
still there was no sound.



We hit water. This was not the Pacific Ocean, for the water was 
fresh and hot. According to legend, we had fallen into an Avalki 
lake, its heat being generated from the fires of Mira’s oven. The 
water closed over my head as my terrific momentum carried me down 
through the boiling liquid. Just as I thought my lungs would burst, 
my fall ended and I swam frantically back to the surface.

I had time for only a short breath, as my. legs were yanked from 
under me by strands, of twisted fibers. I, and all the other spirits, 
had been caught in the net of Akaanga, the slave of the fearful Miru, 
and from here there was supposedly no escape. At. this realization, 
a woeful wall arose from the multitude of ghosts. The wail started 
low, raised In pitch, and then sank again like a chorus of ailing 
sirens. I gritted my teeth to shut the sound from my ears, for no
thing is half so painful to hear as the moaning of spirits in torment.

But the moaning stopped abruptly as our captor, Akaanga, grasped 
the net firmly and began swilling it through the water. I submerged, 
surfaced, and was ducked again before I could even think. I choked 
and coughed as the scalding water entered my mouth and nostrils. 
Panic arose in the spirits around me. They clawed.at the net, at 
their neighbors, at anything around them in their animal urge to 
escape, but to no-avail. I fought the panic within myself, and tried 
to conserve my energy for the ordeal that was to folio#. I clutched 
my vial tightly In one hand, held my flute to my side with the o her. 
The water swirled over and around me, buffeted me from side to side, 
and I at last lost consciousness.

‘ ' ' . ' ■ ■ # ■ " • .. . '

I was lying face down in sand so hot it burnt into my flesh. 
I still clutched the vial In my fist, and the flute was at my waist. 
A hot breeze whipped itself across my bare back. I opened my eyes 
and allowed the dull red glow of 'he Avalki npther world to enter.

A lean foot kicked at my ribs end a scrawny hand yanked me to my 
feet. The air scalded my lungs as x took my first deep breath in an 
eternity. One of Mlru’s attendants stood beside me. He was nearly 
eight feet tall and scrawny as a stick of wood. He seemed a night
mare version of a child’s stick-mar. drawing, . His skin was a vivi 
orange. His face was extremely thin, and his chin came to a sharp 
point. ■ ' . ' ' . ; .

I was pushed into a line w.'.. ;h the other spirits, who were again 
bemoaning their fate in a low so o'. I could sense that the spirit of 
the chief was somewhere in the line behind me, but I did not bother 
to turn to look for him. The line had started to move ahead- of me. 
I took this opportunity to swallow half the contents of the vial, 
saving the other half for the chief. Then I moved on as we were es
corted Into the presence of Miru herself. . ' .

Miru was fat, doubtless the only one in Avalki with such a dis
tinction. She was nearly thirty .feet in height, and not an inch of 
beauty anywhere. Her skin was mottled with alternate light and dark 
splotches; her hair fell haphazardly to her waist in ugly nonarrange
ment; her face was bloated and warty, hdr cheeks aglow with the ever
present heat of her oven. It was this latter feature that had caused 
the islanders to sing of her as "Miru-the-ruddy." .



I turned my head to absorb other details. The ground all about 
was cluttered with untold millions of human bones, all sizes, all 
shapes, and all were picked completely clean of meat. Akaanga, the 
flsherman-slave of Avalki, stood behind his mistress. He was nearly 
as tall as she, but had that "lean and hungry look" that Mr.Shakespeare 
so immortalized. On Mlru’s left sat her four daughters. These were 
more of human size and shape than their mother, being but six feet 
tall. They were all exceedingly lovely. A hundred yards away, I 
could see the famed oven. It Was.roughly a large dome of iron with 
an open door, through which could be seen red tongues flaring briskly.

A sudden movement caught my eye back on the right. A tall, sleek 
form was gracefully dancing Its way to Mlru’s side. This, I decided, 
must be the demoness’s son. • He was about the same size as his sisters 
but, whereas they were clad in nondescript ,<lcthes, his garments con
tained a fantastic assortment of hues and colors. As he whirled in 
his exquisite ballet, green, red, yellow, violet, orange whisked them
selves across his body in a nearly hypnotic display. I watched with 
fascination his entrance, each move rhythmically choreographed and 
stylishly executed,.. My hand moved to my waist and patted the flute 
as he came to a stop before his mother.

Miru spoke to her son. Her voice was a booming bass. "Which one 
do you like?" she asked him.

Before he could answer, I stepped forward and bowed gravely. I 
have always been an exponent of direct action. There is usually little 
point in trying to bargain with hunger demons such as Miru, as their 
appetites are constant and their desires inflexible; nevertheless, 
a straightforward agreement would save everyone a lot of trouble, 
and failure to get one would do no harm. "0 mighty Miru," I said 
humbly, "I come before you to beg a minor favor on behalf of the 
people of the island of Kanagea,"

She looked at me with surprise and scorn. "How dare you address 
yourself to me?" • . •

I ignored her.remark and continued. "The chief of the island of 
Kanagea is a noble, chief. .He has Ind his people wisely and well for 
many years. His only misfortune wa« in being unable to die a warriors 
death in battle. I ask that you relinquish your claim to him, that 
he may take his rightful place in lie house, of the brave."

"Which one is the chief of Kanagea?" Miru asked, surveying the 
line of spirits. ,

The chief stepped forward proudly, and I walked over to him. 
While my back was still turned to Miru, I slipped the vial into his 
hand and made a slight drinking motion with my hand to my mouth. The 
chief looked at the bot.tle and smiled understanding, I turned back 
to Miru. ■ ■ /r , ' • ' "• ' . • - ...

Mlru’s son spoke up. "Mother, that is the one I want - the chief. 
He is one of the best-looking ones I’ve seen,"

"That’s no fair!" one of the daughters protested ,to Miru. "You 
always let brother have the piok of the lot."

"Silence!" roared Miru, then turned back to me. "What could you 
offer .in exchange for this favor?"'' ’ - - . . '



This was my weak point. In former times, I might have offered 
her the spirits of several dozen of the chief’s slaves - but there are 
no slaves in Fiji now. I had no spirits at my disposal with which 
I could bargain. > - • ” ;■

”1 would return-to the people of Kanagea,”■ I said, ’’and direct 
them to build foryou a huge temple adorried with gold, with an altar 
that contains an eternal flame - ” - :

"What need have I for temples and altars?” Miru asked haughtily, 
”1 need food to subsist.” ■ • ;

"There is great honor in a temple," I pointed out.

"Honor never filled a belly, Insolent One. Now step back and 
let this ritual proceed.” She turned to her son. "You shall have the 
one you request."

The boy spun on his toes and pirouetted gracefully into the air 
in sign of grateful acknowledgment. •

I moved back in line next to the chief. He had taken the op
portunity, while I was talking to Miru, to drink the rest of the • . • * l 
potion in the vial. I pointed to my chest in a gesture meaning that 
he should follow my lead. Again he nodded with comprehension.

The first soul in line was brought by two of the attendants be
fore Miru, One of the demoness’s daughters held out to it one of the 
human skulls that Miru uses as drinking cups. It was filled with a 
dark draught made from the kava root. The spirit took it reluctantly 
and drank its contents. Within seconds, he fell into a deep, sleep
like trance. The skull slipped from his hands and smashed on the 
ground, and he collapsed into the- a.’ms of one of the attendants, who 
hoisted him on his shoulders and carried, him off toward the oven to 
be cooked. It seems to me that M'rus giving her victims an anes
thetic before they go to the t’lar.as is at least more humane than some 
practices followed in slaughterhouses in the mortal world.

One by one, the spirits repeated this procedure, until it came 
my turn to drink Mlru’s brew, I stepped forward boldly, accepted the 
cup, and drank without hesitation. The draught was warm in my mouth, 
and the bittersweet taste it left on the tongue was not altogether un
pleasant. Having taken the antic -’te beforehand, I was not affected 
by the drink’s powers, but I prec.nded to fall faint as the others 
had before me. .

An attendant lifted me on his skinny shoulder and started carry
ing me to the oven. With each step he took, the heat seemed to in
crease a hundredfold. I braced myself against the heat and waited 
until he was almost to the oven, out of the direct range of Mlru’s 
own powers. Then, with one quick motion, I brought my hands up to 
his throat and broke his neck. He fell silently to the ground, a 
foul-smelling green liquid oozing from his mouth, and I scrambled to 
my feet not ten feet away from the door to Mlru’s notorious oven.

• * ‘ •

I picked up one of the numerous bones that lay scattered about 
and ran over to the servant carrying the Kanagea chieftain. He 
screamed with fear as I raised the bone to bring down upon :his head. 
The sound still rings in my ears. The attendant crumpled from my blov^ 



and the chief got up and stood beside me. Together we awaited the 
onslaught of Miru’s dreadful forces.

Nor were they long in coming. Upon hearing her servant’s dying 
scream, she looked up, purpled with rage. ’’Seize them! ' she comman
ded her legion. "Throw them into the oven and let them roast 
forever!"

Her followers rushed to obey. Swarms of the tall, thin stick
men seemed to appear from nowhere, and bore down upon us with a 
fiendish fervor. I grabbed the body of one of the already-dead ser
vants, whirled him three times around my head and flung him into tne 
mass of our attackers. Seven were knocked down* the rest kept coming

The chief and I stood back-to-back, each with a bone in our 
hands, swinging them at our foes as though they were clubs, We 
seemed to stand there for ages fighting Mlru s awful army. With 
every swing I took, a stick-man fell; yet, such was their number that 
they continued to assail us, pushing their dead compatriots out of 
the way and scrambling over one another in their attempts to reach 
us. As they attacked, they emitted horrendous war cries, calculated 
to drive nearly any man from his sanity; but the chief and I were 
doing some pretty fierce screaming of our own which seemed to lessen 
the demons’ din.

The bone I was using splintered and broke after some time, but 
I had ho chance to pick up a new one. I kicked one attacker in the 
stomach and he went flying into two of his fellows. I delivered one 
a karate blow in the side; he snapped like a dry twig. I tore the 
eyes out of another.

And suddenly, the area before me seemed miraculously clear of 
attackers. Mlru stood on her throne, trembling with fury at the 
defeat of her army. "Akaanga!" she .screamed to her huge slave.

The big fisherman moved ponderously forward. I left the chief 
to deal with the few remaining stick-men * fighting Akaanga was prop
erly my concern.

I threw a large skull at the giant to ensure his attacking me 
rather than the chief, then raced to the shore of the lake we had 
fallen into when we first arrived in Avaiki. Akaanga s net was 
laid out to dry on the hot sand., I grabbed the edge of the net and 
tried to lift it, but it was impossibly heavy. Akaanga was drawing 
closer. •

There is a spell I know to give one fantastic strength. It has 
serious consequences for the user if invoked too often and the 
strength it gives lasts but a second, but this was a moment to use 
it. I recited the three lines calmly and felt power surge through 
my body. I threw the net over Akaanga and pulled down hard. The 
slave, tangled and confused, tumbled into the lake* I Jumped in 
after him.

The giant was struggling frantically to lift his head out of the 
water, but the heavy net hindered him. The magical strength had let 
me by the time I reached him, but I grabbed the net tightly around 
his neck and pulled with all the normal strength I had. He thrashed 



wildly, flailing his arms In a mad desire to rid himself of the net 
and me. After a few moments, the thrashing subsided. I paused for 
an Instant to inhale some of the burning air of Avaiki, then swam 
back to the shore.

Miru was in;a frenzy. Both her army and her giant slave had 
been beaten, yet even now she was not prepared to yield to me. I 
decided to play my final card. •

I climbed upon top of the oven. The fiery hot metal seared in
to my flesh like a million torches as I climbed the sides, yet I went 
on. When I reached the top, I stood with my feet firmly apart on the 
burning metal and faced the mistress of the invisible world.

"Miru!” I shouted in commanding tones, pointing a warning finger 
straight at her face. "Hear me, Demon of Avaiki! Unless you immed
iately grant the chief of Kanagea and myself free passage to the 
house of the brave, I shall draw your only son into the flaming death 
of your own oven."

Miru was visibly shocked., half by my impudence, half by my 
threat, "You dare not," she snarled back. "You cannot.”

My only response was a smile as I took the flute from my waist 
and put it to my mouth. At my very first note, the boy’s ears pricked 
attentively. The tune I played was high and gay, the notes bright 
and seductive to one who loved to dance as much as Mlru’s son. The 
colors of his clothes whirled like c. kaleidoscope as the boy began 
dancing to my tune -.hesitantly at first, then with more speed as the 
song surrounded him, bombarded him, compelled him to join in its mad, 
gay rhythm. Now he was a rainoow weaving to my music. He seemed to 
take his life from the melody, bending low when the music lulled, 
leaping ecstatically when the sonf’ ent high, He swayed as the rhythm 
seemed to wind around him and con ol his movements. As I played, he 
flickered and danced like a candl flame In a slight draft. And each 
moment drew him irresistably closer to ths oven atop which I was 
standing.

Miru watched, frightened. At first she was silent, then begged 
him to come back to her, and finally commanded his return. It was all 
tn vain. He was deaf to all but ny melody. The heated air carried 
the tune to his ears, the groun conveyed the rhythm to his feet. 
He danced closer to the flames.

"Stop that playing at once," Miru raged at me. I continued my 
tune. The boy was now a ’mere five feet from the oven door. I quick
ened the pace.

The words came hard to Mlru’s tongue. "You win," she said at 
last, her voice a near-whisper. "You and the chief may have safe 
passage to the house of the brave." .

I stopped playing and bowed low to her. "You are most gracious, 
noble Miru," I said gently.

"Leave,” she hissed to me as her son ran back to her, crying. 
"The stairway you seek is behind my throne. Leave me to mend my 
wounds."



The chief and I silently ascended the golden staircase, and at 
length came to the house of the brave. There we perceived many war
riors gathered around in a circle, performing their eternal war-dance. 
"My job is over now," I told him.

He looked at me with grateful eyes. "My people thank you."

I nodded and turned to go. "You may stay if you wish," he 
called to me. "One such as yourself who has vanquished Miru’s forces 
deserves a place honored among the honored."

"Thank you, but I cannot," I said softly. "There are for me 
sights yet unseen and duties yet undone back in the mortal world." 
I refrained from mentioning, also, that performing in an endless war
dance is not my own concept.of a pleasant way to spend eternity.

I made my way leisurely back to my own body. The reunion of 
spirit and body was accomplished with the same feeling of loss of 
freedom I always feel upon my returns from the second sphere. I 
sat up.

The chief’s son gasped. "You startled me," he said. "It's been 
five hours since you and my father...left. Did everything work out 
all right?"

"I wouldn’t be here if it hadn’t. Now, as for my fee, I would 
like to have your father’s skull. I assure you that your father has 
safely attained the house of the brave, and can no longer be affected
by what happens to his mortal remains." The son looked at me quiz
zically, but gave me what I requested.

I estimate that the powder ground from the skull of one who has
evaded a hunger demon such as Miru should prove an excellent famine
cure, should I ever need one.

# # ? ' # I #
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ANSWERS TO LAST ISSUE’S QUIZ ' .

1. Doc Smith, in 1932
2. Jurgen
3. Isaac Asimov was the first one.
4. 18?3_ ,
5. Lazarus Long and Tarzan. ’
6. It was voted one of the ten greatest time-travel stories of all time.
7. Robert Sheckley, beyond any doubt.
8. He wrote the first known other-continuum story,
9. First used the term "space-opera" in an editorial.
10. "The Girls in USSR 193."
*****#«**## *****##

, ISOLATIONIST
The Earth, that is sufficient.
I do not want the constellations any nearer.
I know they are very well where they are.
I know they suffice for those who belong to them.

Walt Whitman,' Song of the Open Road



MUSIC OF THE SPHERES

Four songs from the new hit revue Panaorama, now playing at the 
Warlord Theater in Aresopolis, Mars* Lyrics.- by Osmer Hacarstein.

Oh. What a Beautiful Martian

Oh, what a beautiful Martian, 
Oh, what a lovely e-t.
I’ve got an uneasy feeling, 
She’s got a big crush on me.

She’s got bright golden tips ©a her tendrils.
She’s got bright golden tips on her tendrils.
Hex' eyes are dyed plaid, it’s the new Syrtis fad, 
And each time she meets me she blinks them like mad.

Chorus ’

Her boyfriend is stilj as a statue. 
Her boyfriend is still as a statue.
She’s frozen him stiff so he can’t interfere, 

something tells me that that BEM still can hear.

Chorus

Oh the sound of her foice is like music, 
Yes, the sound of her voice is like music. 
She could almost persuade me to go on a spree, 
Except that her highest note is midddle C.

**•«.*«*,****** ,***•*«*

Syrtig City

Syrtis City,
Where the weather never storms or rains
And the morning dust is red as rust
When the wind comes sweey -.ng down the plains. .

Syrtis City,
Every night my Martiah gal and I
Sit alone and spoon and watch the moons 
As they orbit high up in the sky.

We know we will soon conquer Mars
And that someday we’ll homestead the stars.
So when we say. wirxl-wimmie-way
We’re only saying, you’re doing fine, Syrtis City, 
Syrtis City—Class A.

Music for these?.songs was written by" Ro&ergfiiehards. That for the 
first slightly resembles the tune of "Oh, What a Beautiful Morning,” 
the second the tune of ‘Dklahhma,” the third the tune of "The Surrey 
with the Fringe on Top," and the fourth the tune of "I Cain’t SaylSb."



The Rocket with the Prisbie Jets

When I made the trip from Earth to here, 
The captain told me, there*s no need to fear— 
We have got a set of really foolproof engines 
That will take us safe from sphere to sphere.

All the world will be waiting to clock it, 
When we take off in our new rocket, 
When we take off in our new rocket 
With the Prisbie jets. .
There’s no space drive that’s any slicker, 
There’s no spaceship that*s any quicker. 
Me and the Navigator Bricker 
Have been taking bets. • , ,

Oh, our hydroponics has the latest gear.
We’ve even got genuine flowers.
And the shielding’s so tough that you wouldn*t even hear 
If we ran into meteor showers.

We run on time like an ocean liner, 
There’s no Terran spaceship that ’s finer, 
Mr. Prisbie himself designed her.
Buddy, you’ll survive, 
Cause you’re going in a spaceship with a Prisbie jet drive.

******************* **** 
I Can’t Say Qrx

It’s not so much q question of not.knowing what’s polite. 
I’ve known what’s right and wrong since I was two.
My mother always told me, anc I reckon she was right, 
That I should always say pie- ae and thank you. .
I know I mustn’t be rude to e~ts?
But I just can’t pronounce their word for please. .

I’m just a girl who can’t say qrx, 
I’m in a terrible jam. .
I always end u£ saying krx, .
And that word in Martian means damn.

When a Martian takes me out to lunch, .
I know I ought to thank him for the treat, 
But when I try to be polite, 
I stammer till I blush from head to feet.

I’m just a girl who can’t say qrx.
Martians must think I am rude, .. 
Lunans must think that I’m crude. •
All I do now is just brood.
I can’t say qrx.

Science fiction is psi-chedelic.



REVIWPOINT

Once again the 3rd Foundation’s staff of critical amateurs be
come amateur critics and comment upon the new books appearing on the 
Science Fiction scene. As in the previous Reviewpoint columns the 
opinions expressed are those of the individual critics and do not 
necessarily represent the feelings of the 3rd Foundation.

Colossus, by D.F. Jones, G.P. Putnam’s Sons-, 1966. Hardback. 256 pages

Colossus, according to the dust jacket, is D. F. Jones’ first 
published novel. I’m glad they told me. I might never have known, 
otherwise.

For in it, Jones has shown himself to be a writer of no small 
accomplishment. Characterization and character development, always 
a soft point with beginning writers (believe me, I know), have been 
handled here with the deftness of an experienced pro. Nor does he 
have his characters stand around and make lengthy, philosophical 
speeches at one another. The people talk as they should - which is 
even more of an accomplishment when you consider that Jones is a 
Briton and all the characters are American. And if the story idea 
itself is a little trite - wellj what isn’t?

Basically, Colossus is a novel-length expansion of Fred Brown’s 
vignette, "Answer1. The U.S. at the turn of the century (twenty-first, 
naturally) has built a super-computer that will eliminate human error 
in the Cold War* . Called Colossus, this machine has complete control 
of our country’s defense system, and any attempt to sabotage it will 
set it off. -The first thing Colossus does is to warn us that the 
Russians have a similar computer, named Guardian. It warns us on its 
own initiative, without being asked. This worries its creator, Dr. 
Forbin, and the rest of the book deals mb.inly with his attempt to 
bring his brainchild under control.

As a meaningful subplot, we peek into the sexual life of Dr. 
Forbln. (Yes, Virginia, even mathematical geniuses have sex lives.) 
But Jones does not make the amateurish error of including sex just 
for its own sake. Nothing - with the possible exception of Chapter 
2 - is in there just to titillate the reader. Indeed, Forbin’s halt
ing romance of - and eventual conjugation with - Cleo Markham be
comes of great importance to the story when Colossus insists that 
Forbin be under its constant surveillance and Cleo is his only safe 
contact. .

Along the way, Forbin’s character grows through the series of 
crises - as it should - from a Milquetoast-type scientist to a more 
dynamic and energetic creature capable of talking back to even the 
President. Even the minor characters are not neglected, and they 
change, too, as the situation demands.



My one criticism would have to be the ending, Jones builds his 
suspense marvelously, then tacks on the ending almost as an anti
climax. But this doesn’t really detract from the story itself - in 
fact, it’s a do-it-yourself ending, and you can play all sorts of 
games in figuring out what comes next. ‘ Be the first one on your 
block to defy Colossus,

SG

The Man Who Killed Time, by Archibald W. Farfel, Triangle Press, 
1 957. Paperback, 16’2 pages.

After Parfel’s other two comic masterpieces, Mind Builders (re
viewed in TP #15) and The Little Red Rocket (TP #37), complete take
offs of ESP and space operas respectively'/ I must confess I was 
looking forward to the third book in the series with keen antici
pation. So perhaps, as with all things one waits for thusly, it was 
Inevitable that I should be disappointed. .

The galling fact of the matter is that there is no single fault 
that I can point to and say, "That is why it didn’t come off." On 
the surface, The Man Who Killed Time is as light and airy a bit of 
fluff as the others? There is not a page left unbrightened by Par- i
fel’s acid wit. There is certainly sex enough for even the most de
manding taste. But put everything together, and it doesn’t seem to 
add up right.

Parfel’s plot - the least important thing about the book - is 
.simple enough. Hero (or at least protagonist) Willie Lurk is mind
ing his own business when he suddenly finds himself caught in a 
crossfire of a time war. Enlisted by one side, he is kicked back
ward in time to serve as a private. After some hilarious (and re
warding!) affairs with Clecpatra a Helen of Troy, he finds himself 
suddenly in charge of the forces, > just of one side, but of both. 
There is no way for him to end the u.-5 so instead he sets about 
building paradoxes (or "Paradox!" a- the pretentious Willie calls 
them) that will keep the men busy u raveling Instead of fighting. 
He starts out with small ones, but ventually..*•

I think the main thing wrong is that Farfel lets Willie act 
in this book instead of react. Tn the first two, Willie was the help
less pawn of circumstance, and vest of the sparkle derived from 
Willie's quick-witted ability to ride with each blow and make the 
best of the new situation. But here, Willie is placed in control 
and though he is as quick-witted as ever, some of the suspense has 
disappeared, paradox! or no.

Parfel’s style has, if anything, improved. His comments on sex 
are slyer than I've ever seen them, and two of the incidents - when 
the asp gets loose on Oleo's barge and the real story of what went 
on inside the Trojan Horse - are Farfel at his 'funniest.

But, as I said before, the book was something of a let-down. 
Maybe you won’t think so. I hope not. It’s still a funny book.

SG

Reviewpoint returns in the next issue of The 3rd Foundation, 
so why not subscribe and be sure not to miss it - Ed.



A NOTE TROT THE U'DEi1GI’OU"n) found by Steve Cohen

This is the eleventh in a series of uncollected end previously unpub
lished scraps of paper found in the waste basket of a Xerox operator 
in the basement of a grer-.t netronolitrn university. They are 
pre-anted uncut, intact in the original, unexpurrated, misspelled 
versions.

August, 19 , I am a sick man,,,,I ari a stupid r.an, I think I have 
an ulcer—those goddan sour pickols r.ro g?tt5.ng to me for C-ofs sake, 
I dont know, maybe I should drink sone rilk. I root go to •? doctor 
tho, I dent trust tho..;, those stunid peepers who only './ant ^y money 
I thin? they should bo all balled out and strung up before tho sun 
sets .and th m my ulcerrtad Lc-lly o n rot in piece,

I**:’, going to die I know it I • m running out of time. It’s ten 
oh sex oclock end I c.-.me in half .-.n hour l-’te this morning, «nd soon 
my time will be up—time is time was but time will no more it is all 
very simple: it just happens »>.n" then it doesnt ’.nd never will -'gain 
and everything is blank <-.nc empty nd opaque.

No J I think everything is a bunch of hogwash— inducing Dick 
Tracy—:nc everybody should run off to some slimy h'iry old planet and 
build a Crystal Palace ••nd live happily ever after following The Tender 
Shepherd blindly—that old son of a witch. I think roads are real 

nd bridges are re'.1 because Ma.n loves thes objects even more than he 
roes the buildin- of them. Beside®, I dont think time is the simplest 
thing after ?11 bec'-use it is now eleven oh six and I wm tired and I 
am feeling—or I think I’m feelin?’, or the other half of me, the happy 
part, «eems to be feeling—tired so obviously time has past me by 
tonite•

I -m a liar riley I am. I lie .ike a black and white r.triped rug, 
Because my belly is so chock full c. ulcer..ted tissue t-v t when I lie 
the pain doesnt hurt so »o 'dam much. I *m running out of time and I 
want to confuse the tissue I me .n .ssue it is quite simple after all; 
the tissue is pink -no gu-hy with hite fornicles an" it hurts like 
hell so much like someone is ja.^i’ g a fishook or something in my gut 
until I screen and mil I cun see u ■« the stars and I s'y I shouldnt 
let my mind wander so like this, j should sober up and leave no stone 
unturned in my endless search for ’uth and knowledge an<> someplace to 
park my body at night, I should riley live like & hermit in a quiet 
blue house on the edge of a cliff ■•■11 alone except for the ulcerated 
pinkness that I call my own until finnally I will be grunted my 
parrydise.

Nineteenth Century Escapism

When quficks with j?ills political would dope us, 
When politics absorbs the livelong day, 
I like to think about the star Canopus, 
So fer, so fur away

Bert Taylor 1866-1921






